Jumbles by Schadenfreude

Instructions

One word must be removed from each clue before solving. An instruction is spelt by the letters formed by adding the initial letters of the clue answer and its removed word (A = 1,27; B = 2,28 etc). This will show a quotation pertaining only to the initial grid. Across answers are to be jumbled before grid entry.

ACROSS

1 Flamboyant Arab overcome by strong American beer (6)
7 Hospital orderly once admitting clumsy magician (6)
13 Spray not covering large dark spot (5)
14 Aloe vera mostly spread round tense infected muscle (8)
15 Biological change in ailment causing removal of waste material (9)
16 Drizzly rain is drifting outside Government House (7, 2 words)
17 Dead silence at Ibrox, not the last hot expressions of exuberance (5)
18 Hefty criminal fellow, fifty in age (5)
19 Capricious sailor returned in fine yacht (7)
22 Genuine as Zulu soldiers (7)
26  He eliminates eccentric easy-going Republican (5)
28  Inflexible hairy tail (5)
30  Injured ancient queen remains possessed by evil demon (7)
32  Male Asiatic bird in lousy condition (9)
34  Clever story with Troy appearing in confused untimely end (8)
35  Chaps in education to make instant improvements (5)
36  A settee partly made abroad by a dealer from the east (6, 2 words)
37  Nerve shown by the first socialist to excoriate an Irish writer and politician (6)

DOWN

2  Make mistake evident, run and leave ground (6)
3  A lukewarm sea condition facing European fish (7)
4  Soul artist inspiring one of the Bangles (4)
5  Italian director has 300 cigars for fellow Venetian painter (7)
6  Hydrant removed from pit belonging to confined compound (5)
7  Versatile male band accepted African doctor (6)
8  Criticize one pretending to miss final section (6)
9  Zealots look over sheltered path (5)
10  Newton and Swiss chemist obliged a German chemist (6)
11  Additional young member features in poor team’s winning move (11, 2 words)
12  Devoted prodigal son once Conservative thought highly of Liberals (11)
20  Amerindian boy raised problems relating to principles (7)
21  Tangles in Glasgow justify independent admin units overlooking rule (7)
23  Bloke turned up in Kelso’s enclosure to specify materials again (6)
24  Morag’s intended came to a decision without second investigation (6)
25  Monday changed the fretful life of an itinerant (6)
27  Jewish fraternity member managed base south of German city (6)
29  It’s superior to a posh Spanish bath (5)
31  Day arrived in unevenly grey darkness (5)
33  The other zero time interval (4)
Entry information
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The first correct entry drawn will receive £75 of vouchers to spend on Cambridge University Press publications and a copy of The Cam: An Aerial Portrait of the Cambridge River, which provides a unique view of the river and surrounding countryside, by Franz Bogner and Stephen Tomkins (Laber Foundation, £24.95). Two runners-up will also receive £50 to spend on CUP publications. Solutions and winners will be printed in CAM 79 and posted online at alumni.cam.ac.uk/magazine on 16 September 2016.